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Premium Shock Absorbers

Oil shocks, and cartridges. For the technology used and the controls at the factory, customers can reasonably expect the intrinsic characteristics and performance such that the vehicle control and driving comfort better than when the vehicle was new. Premium type has been specifically designed to compensate for the wear of other components of the suspension system. In this way it will provide better handling and improved directional accuracy.

    -  Economic substitution of the original components
    -  Double three-stage Valves
    -  Oil seal with multiple boards
    -  Piston rod chrome thick
    -  Piston rod with hard chrome plating
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car gas, car gas struts, gas shock cars, premium KYB shock absorbers, oil shocks, and
cartridges, oil shocks, oil shocks, oil shocks car, car oil shocks, oil shocks KYB, KYB shocks oil,
car oil KYB shocks, oil shocks car KYB, KYB shocks excel-g, dual shock absorbers gas tube
and cartridges, twin-tube gas shock absorbers, twin-tube gas shock absorbers car shocks KYB
twin-tube gas, gas shock absorbers-a-Just KYB, monotube gas shock absorbers at high
pressure, high pressure gas monotube shock absorbers, monotube gas shock absorbers, shock
absorbers monotube gas car, gas KYB monotube shock absorbers, dampers ultra-sr KYB, KYB
AGX shock absorbers, dampers, double tube gas and cartridges, adjustable shocks and
twin-tube gas cartridges, adjustable twin-tube gas shock absorbers, dampers, twin-tube gas ,
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twin-tube gas dampers, auto, twin-tube gas dampers, KYB, spare parts, parts, automotive
components, automobile parts, mechanical parts, body parts, auto parts, spare parts, fiat, alfa
romeo, bmw, car accessories, car parts, Calabria, Sicily, Reggio Calabria, Messina, palmi,
Saffioti, supplier, wholesale
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